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References Category:Activation Category:Authentication Category:Mobile phone culture Category:Codes Category:Computer
access controlQ: Button submit input to mysql in rails I want to submit my results from a form and save them into mysql. I tried
the following: inside my form: inside my controller: class ActionsController :notFoundError render :new end end but I receive
this error: uninitialized constant ActionController::Parameters::Parsley I think it has something to do with ruby 1.8 and rails
2.3.8. I am using bundler so i think it can't find the class inside the class. A: The problem was simple when I took out
rescue_from ActiveRecord::RecordNotFound, :with => :notFoundError the input now works. In the drilling of oil wells, one of
the most difficult problems encountered is the placement and positioning of control instruments in and around the well casing.
Often, use is made of a "mud motor" which is made up of a casing string and a sub-surface motor located at the upper end of
the casing string. The casing string is a metal pipe through which drilling mud is passed to drive a drill bit and to carry the drill
cuttings from the drilling operation to the surface. The string may be rigid or flexible or reinforced by a steel cable, and on the
up-well side the string is centered and surrounded by mud. The upper end of the casing string is screwed into a casing head and
the lower end, which may be referred to as an out-well end, is connected to a "mother-bob" at the lower end of the drilling riser.
Sub-surface motors are typically constructed from one or more bearing assemblies about which is wound a motor shaft. These
motors may be either positive displacement motors or f678ea9f9e
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